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Abstract
The growing processing power of parallel computing systems require interconnection networks
a higher level of complexity and higher performance, thus consuming more energy. Link com-
ponents contributes a substantial proportion of the total energy consumption of the networks.
Many researchers have proposed approaches to judiciously change the link speed as a function
of traﬃc to save energy when the traﬃc is light. However, the link speed reduction incurs an
increase in average packet latency, thus degrades network performance. This paper addresses
that issue with a performance-aware energy saving mechanism. The simulation results show
that the proposed mechanism outperforms the energy saving mechanisms in literature.
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1 Introduction
Parallel and Distributed Computing Systems open the door to address open grand challenge
problems in Science and Engineering. The ever growing amount of data to be processed de-
mands a larger number of processing units; according to the statistics published by TOP500
on November 2013, the top supercomputer Tianhe-2 reaches a performance of 33.86 Petaﬂop/s
with 3.120.000 cores [2]. The massive number of processing units puts interconnection network
systems under the pressure to increase performance to better accommodate the communica-
tion among them. The higher level of network complexity and higher link bandwidth increase
the energy consumed and the heat emitted. Empirical data show that a 10 degree increase in
temperature results in a doubling rate of system failure, which reduces the realibility of the
system. The energy cost and the heat dissipation problems in interconnection networks neces-
sitate future network systems be built with much more eﬃcient power than today. As a result,
low power has become a priority design requirement for implementing scalable interconnected
parallel systems [6].
Among many components, links contribute a substantial portion of the total power usage
of an interconnection network. For instance, the link components in an IBM Inﬁniband 8-port
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switch with 12x links consumes 64% of the switch power [12]. The average link utilization in
many communication systems - already quite low - tended to go down as the link speed increases
[11]. For most traﬃc patterns, link utilization distributes non-uniformly over an interconnection
network system, in both temporal and spatial terms. During operation, some phases require
high link usage due to the high communication volume, whereas in other phases links almost
idle. At a given time, links also separate into two groups: one group includes links that are
in use, another group includes those are idle. In current commercial systems, a link consumes
the amount of energy that is practically insensitive to the load it carries; it burns the same
amount of energy even when it idles. Thus, link components consume energy proportionally to
the traﬃc load become a desired behavior.
There have been many approaches to address the link power management problem. One
popular energy saving proposal is the Dynamic Link Shutdown mechanism that turns oﬀ some
underutilized links when the traﬃc load is light, and turns them on again when the traﬃc
increases [15, 4, 8, 13, 16]. However, shutted-down links complicate the routing algorithm and
connectivity due to the change in the network topology. Another proposal is the Dynamic Link
Speed approach that judiciously adjusts the link speed according to the traﬃc load [10, 3, 14].
Links consume less energy when they are in low speed level. For example, the 1Gb/s Ethernet
link consumes 1− 2 Watts, whereas the 10Gb/s Ethernet link exceeds 10 Watts [11]. Bit-serial
technology is emerging where every link consists of several lanes, for example Inﬁniband speciﬁes
4x and 12x link conﬁguration, PCI-Express has 16 lane conﬁguration denoted as 16x. A physical
link consists several lanes, which facilitates the link width and link speed adjustment, hence
the Dynamic Link Speed approach comes naturally. This approach keeps the network topology
unchanged, consequently simpliﬁes the routing algorithm and the network connectivity issue.
In this paper, we focus on the Dynamic Link Speed approach and extend it.
When the traﬃc load is low, the mechanism reduces the speed of links to save energy. A
reduction in link speed leads to an increase in packet latency. Network performance derives
directly from the average packet latency. The lower average packet latency means the higher
performance of the network. Henceforth, in this paper we assess the network performance as
a reversed metric of the average packet latency. We propose to boost the performance of the
network by reducing the average packet latency when energy saving mechanisms are applied.
More speciﬁcally, this paper has following main contributions in introducing:
a) A simple way to avoid link ﬂip-ﬂop (link speed keeps alternating decrease with increase)
b) A two-level threshold policy to mitigate the latency penalty.
c) A Link Speed Aware Routing Policy to prioritize high-speed links & to boost performance.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the Methodology, including
the Energy Saving Mechanism in section 2.1 and the Performance Awareness in section 2.2. The
hardware model implementation is depicted in section 3. Section 4 highlights the experimental
evaluations. And the conclusion is drawn in section 5.
2 Methodology
The methodology in this paper includes two main parts. The Energy Saving Mechanism part
describes the energy saving mechanism in literature extended by the ﬂip-ﬂop avoidance pro-
posal. The Performance Awareness part introduces two proposals to boost the performance
when applying the Energy Saving Mechanism. Fig. 1 shows the components which constitute
the mechanism and the relationships among them. In this ﬁgure, the dashed boxes present
the parameters that needs to be conﬁgured for the mechanism; the solid boxes present the
components of the mechanism.
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Figure 1: Performance Aware Energy Saving Mechanism
2.1 Energy Saving Mechanism
2.1.1 Monitoring and Decision Making
The energy saving mechanism consists two basic phases: The Monitoring phase and
Decision Making phase. In the Monitoring phase, the mechanism monitors the Link Uti-
lization (LU) at every link in both directions to independently prescribe whether to increase
or decrease link speed. Equation 1 presents the mathematical description of LU for a link in a
router.
LU =
∑H
t=1A(t)
H
(1)
Where A(t) =
{
1 if traﬃc passes the link in cycle t
0 if no traﬃc passes the link in cycle t
and H is a sliding history window size, in other words the mechanism only takes into account
the link activities in the most recent H cycles..
LU directly measures how busy a link is. In the decision making process, the mechanism
decreases the speed of a link if its LU drops below a threshold value of threshold low; and
increases the speed of the link if its LU exceeds a threshold value of threshold high. There
is a transition time with the value of transition time link cycles for the change of link speed,
thus the decision making process takes place every decision period link cycles, which exceeds
transition time to allow the newly-speed-changed links to stabilize.
2.1.2 Link Flip-Flop Avoidance
According to the policy above in section 2.1.1, when the mechanism changes a link in speed
level l1 to a speed level l2, if the traﬃc remains the same its LU changes
l1
l2
times. For example,
due to the low value of LU (below the value of threshold low), a 2x link decreases its speed to
1x will increase its LU 2 times. The increase in LU might exceeds threshold high and triggers
the mechanism to increase the speed of the newly-speed-changed link back to 2x level. The
increase in the link speed from 1x to 2x in turn halves the previous LU . This new value of LU
drops below threshold low as stated before, hence the mechanism will decrease the link speed
in the next decision making phase. The same process happens again and thus causes ﬂip-ﬂop
situation.
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To avoid the link ﬂip-ﬂop problem, the mechanism triggers a link to change the speed not just
by comparing the value of LU with the threshold values of threshold low and threshold high,
but it also needs to guarantee that the new value of LU falls between the values of the 2
thresholds. To achieve that behaviours, the mechanism imposes the following two rules:
1) A link decreases its speed level from l1 to l2 only if:{
LU < threshold low
LU ∗ l1l2 < threshold high
⇒
{
LU < threshold low
LU < l2l1 ∗ threshold high
⇒ LU < min(threshold low, l2l1 ∗ threshold high)
2) A link increases its speed level from l1 to l2 only if:{
LU > threshold high
LU ∗ l1l2 > threshold low
⇒
{
LU > threshold high
LU > l2l1 ∗ threshold low
⇒ LU > max(threshold high, l2l1 ∗ threshold low)
2.1.3 Aggressiveness and Responsiveness
The impact on the energy saving and network performance of the mechanism depends on the
conﬁgured parameters. Parameters threshold high and threshold low directly impacts how
the network performs. They form two characteristics for the mechanism:
• Aggressiveness: aggressiveness = threshold high+threshold low2 . This characteristic de-
ﬁnes how aggressive the mechanism work to save energy. The higher the value of
aggressiveness the more easily the mechanism decrease the link speed, in turn the net-
work achieves more energy saving with the expense of a possible increase in average packet
latency.
• Responsiveness: responsiveness = threshold high−threshold low. This hysteresis band
deﬁnes how responsive the mechanism reacts with the variance of the traﬃc. The higher
the value of responsiveness the more traﬃc variance required to trigger the mechanism
to change the link speed.
The mechanism conﬁgures the value of aggressiveness according to the objectives of the
network. If networks provision applications that are latency insensitive then the aggressiveness
can be set at a high value to save more energy. Otherwise, aggressiveness is tuned at a low
value to prioritize network performance. The value of the responsiveness should be conﬁgured
to minimize the number of change in link speed while maintaining the dynamic of the mechanism
in response to the traﬃc ﬂuctuation.
2.2 Performance Awareness for Energy Saving Mechanism
An interconnection network system might apply the Energy Saving Mechanism described in
section 2.1 to reduce the energy consumed by adjusting the link speed. In this system, average
packet latency increases when packets move on lower bandwidth links, which deteriorate the
network performance. In this section, we propose two methods to boost the performance (means
to reduce the average packet latency) on top of the above-mentioned energy saving mechanism.
Henceforth, we assume the network is coupled with the Dynamic Link Speed energy saving
mechanism described in section 2.1 when introducing the two proposals below.
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2.2.1 Two-level Threshold Policy
In high traﬃc situation, packets mostly spend time ﬁlling up the buﬀer space and waiting for
other packets ahead of them in the buﬀer queue to move before making any progress. In this
case, the additional latency can be hidden because the movement of packets are restricted by the
availability of the buﬀer space, not the link speed itself; thus the impact of the saving mechanism
on the packet latency is minimal. However, when the traﬃc is light, buﬀers are empty and the
speed of packet movement depends on the speed of the links. Hence, any decrease in link speed
results in an increase in the packet latency.
To mitigate this issue, we introduce a component called Threshold P icker in ﬁg. 1 with
a two − level threshold policy. An additional pair of LU thresholds threshold high reduced
and threshold low reduced feeds to the Threshold P icker component. The values of this pair
are much lower than the original pair of thresholds. In light traﬃc situation, the link speed
of a link decreases if only an extremely low traﬃc presents on it; the link remains in high
speed even if just a small adequate traﬃc presents and thus reduces the latency penalty for the
mechanism. In high traﬃc situation, the mechanism applies the original pair of thresholds to
more aggressively save energy while negligibly impacts the average latency. Fig. 2 depicts the
state changes of these two threshold values.
threshold_high
threshold_low
threshold_high_reduced
threshold_low_reduced
buffer_occupancy < buffer_threshold
buffer_occupancy >= buffer_threshold
Figure 2: Two-level threshold policy
This policy needs to detect the traﬃc level presents on a link by relying on the buﬀer
occupancy on the far end of that link. This information is freely available due to the widely-
used credit-based ﬂow control mechanism. This indicator acts as a litmus test for the mechanism
to assess the traﬃc situation on a link and to prescribe whether to apply the reduced version of
the LU thresholds. If the buﬀer occupancy drops below a buffer threshold - means the traﬃc
is extremely low - then the reduced version of the thresholds is applied, otherwise the original
pair of thresholds takes place.
2.2.2 Link Speed Aware Routing Policy
We introduce a Link Speed Aware Routing Policy that prioritizes output ports coupled with
links that are in high-speed level. This policy deploys on top of any reasonable adaptive routing
algorithm and thus it is topology-and-routing-algorithm independent.
With the path redundancy in modern network infrastructure, a routing algorithm typically
produces a set of several compatible virtual channels and output ports for a packet toward a
destination. The packet will bid for a virtual channel from this set of virtual channels and output
ports in the process of virtual channel allocation. The Virtual Channel Allocator, according to
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its policy, will select a virtual channel in a port on which the packet will go through, taking
into account the priority of the virtual channels and output ports.
At every routing step, the Link Speed Aware Routing Policy picks one output port from the
pool of compatible ports p1, p2, ..., pk. The ports couple with links corresponding to speed levels
of l1, l2, ..., lk as described in ﬁg. 3. The picked port will be given a higher priority compared
with other ports in the Virtual Channel Allocation process and thus this port has a higher
probability for the packet to go through.
Intermediate 
router lk-1
p1
p2
pk-1
pk
l1
l2
lk
Figure 3: A pool of compatible output ports
The probability for a port pi to be picked from a pool of compatible ports corresponds
the speed level li of the link coupled with that port. The higher the value of li, the higher
probability this routing policy will pick port pi. Mathematically speaking, a port pi has the
probability of ρ(pi) as described in Equation 2
ρ(pi) =
li∑k
p=1 lp
(2)
As a result, the ports coupled with links in high-speed levels have high priority in the virtual
channel allocation process and thus contribute to reduce the average packet latency.
3 Hardware model implementation
Fig. 4 illustrates the hardware model implementation for the Performance-Aware Energy Saving
mechanism. The Routing Unit introduces an additional Link Speed Aware Routing Policy
component to prioritize high-speed links from a set of compatible links for a given packet as
described in section 2.2.2. The Dynamic Link Speed Adjustment component sits between
conventional router components and link components. It includes several extra supporting
modules according to the above-mentioned proposals - The Link Utilization module monitors
the link usage frequency. The link usage information is compared with the pair of threshold
values (which are set according to the two-level threshold policy by the Threshold P icker
module). The Decision Making process prescribes whether to adjust the link speed.
4 Experimental Evaluations
In this section, we evaluate the proposals in this paper by conducting a set of simulations on an
extended version of the booksim simulator [1]. The interconnection network is conﬁgured with
64 processing nodes arranged in a 3D torus topology (4-ary 3-n torus) with virtual channel
ﬂow control. Packets are 8 ﬂits in size. Every channel consists of 8 virtual channels. The
values of threshold low and threshold high are conﬁgured with the values of 0.3 and 0.6,
and their reduced version threshold high reduced and threshold low reduced are 0.1 and 0.2
respectively. The threshold for the buﬀer litmus test buffer threshold is conﬁgured at the
value of 0.05. The workload patterns and packet length depend on the type of applications.
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Figure 4: Hardware model implementation
Two kinds of workload patterns were imported to the simulation system: synthetic traﬃc based
on transpose distribution [7] and traﬃc from trace ﬁles of parallel applications. The Minimum
Adaptive routing algorithm was deployed on this network simulation. These speciﬁc parameters
and conﬁgurations are typical for an interconnection network and were selected for the purpose
of illustration. Diﬀerent conﬁgured parameters will yield diﬀerent results, however the trend
will be similar.
We assume that links consume energy proportionally with its speed level. The ratio between
the energy consumed by link components when applying the energy saving mechanism over
the energy consumed by link components when not applying the energy saving mechanism
constitutes the Relative Link Energy Consumption of the network. We aim to minimize the
Relative Link Energy Consumption and to maintain the network performance. In this section,
we assume that the the network performance presents the reversed metric of the average packet
latency - and thus we aim to reduce the average packet latency to boost network performance.
Experimental scenario 1: Evaluating the impact of the aggressiveness. Three diﬀerent val-
ues of aggressiveness applying over an increasing range of oﬀered traﬃc until the full network
capacity. Fig. 5(a) highlights how aggressiveness impacts the Relative Link Energy Consump-
tion. A higher value of aggressiveness (higher values of the threshold pair) results in a low
relative link energy consumption, and vice versa. Fig. 5(b) reﬂects an opposite trend when
higher aggressiveness leads to a higher value of average packet latency (and lower network
performance). Thus, aggressiveness presents a typical tradeoﬀ between the energy saving and
network performance that an interconnection network must be conﬁgured. In our conﬁgura-
tion, the aggressiveness corresponding to threshold values of 0.3−0.5 shows the most balancing
trade-oﬀ.
Experimental scenario 2: Evaluating the impact of the two-level threshold policy. In this
scenario, we compare the behaviours of the default system without energy saving mechanisms,
the system with the energy saving mechanism in literature and the system with the energy
saving mechanism in literature coupled with the two-level threshold policy. As we can see, ﬁg.
6 demonstrates the latency behavior and relative link energy consumption with an increasing
range of traﬃc load. The two-level threshold policy signiﬁcantly improves the average packet
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latency behavior (and network performance) compared with the mechanism in literature.
(a) Relative Link Energy Consumption (b) Latency behavior
Figure 5: Evaluating the impact of aggressiveness
(a) Relative Link Energy Consumption (b) Latency behavior
Figure 6: Evaluating the impact of two-level threshold policy
Experimental scenario 3: Evaluating the impact of the Link Speed Aware Routing Policy.
This scenario deploys the Link Speed Aware Routing Policy on top of an interconnection net-
work system with the energy saving mechanism in literature. It then compares among the
network systems with three conﬁgurations: no energy saving mechanism, in-literature energy
saving mechanism, in-literature energy saving mechanism coupled with the proposed routing
policy. Link Speed Aware Routing Policy shows an improvement in reducing the average packet
latency (and thus improving the network performance), as shown in Fig. 7.
Experimential scenario 4: Evaluating the impact of the performance-aware energy saving
mechanism. This scenario puts two proposals together and compare the energy saving and
performance behaviors of the system without energy saving mechanism, the system with energy
saving mechanism in literature and the system with our performance awareness deploying on
top of an energy saving mechanism in literature. Fig. 8 shows that the network system better
performs with our performance-aware energy saving mechanism.
We conducted another set of simulations to evaluate the impact of the energy saving mech-
anism with and without performance awareness on traﬃc imported from trace ﬁles. The traﬃc
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(a) Relative Link Energy Consumption (b) Latency behavior
Figure 7: Evaluating the impact of the Link Speed Aware Routing Policy
(a) Relative Link Energy Consumption (b) Latency behavior
Figure 8: Evaluating the impact of the performance-aware energy saving mechanism
for the application Fluid Animate Particle Simulation using Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics
[5] was imported into the network with the same aforementioned network conﬁguration using
the Netrace framework [9]. Three set of simulations were carried out: the default network sys-
tem, the network system with the energy saving mechanism in literature, the network system
with the energy saving mechanism in literature coupled with our proposals in section 2.2. We
put three simulation results under comparison.
As we can see from Table 1, the energy saving mechanism in literature reduces signiﬁcantly
the Relative Link Energy Consumption with a 19.42% increase in average packet latency. The
performance-aware proposals in this paper help reduce the increased latency to 7.2% with
a slight increase in energy consumption, thus outperforms the mechanism in literature. It
reinforces our proposals in boosting the performance of the network by reducing the average
packet latency.
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Table 1: Impact of the Saving Mechanism & Performance Awareness (PA)
No saving Saving without PA Saving with PA
Avg. Packet Latency 26.57 cycles 31.73 cycles 28.50 cycles
Avg. Latency Increase 0% 19.42% 7.2%
Energy Consumption 100% 25.03% 27.42%
5 Conclusion
In this paper we have introduced two proposals to improve the performance of the network
when energy saving mechanisms are applied. Our proposals are self-sustained and are able to
be deployed on top of any interconnection networks. Our future works focus on the impact of
the proposals on diﬀerent topologies and diﬀerent traﬃc patterns.
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